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SIR ANDREW SMITH'S "ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE
ZOOLOGY OF SOUTH AFRICA'»9

AN ANNOTATED TABLE OF CONTENTS FOR THE
"REPTILIA" VOLUME

INTRODUCTION
Sir Andrew Smith's Reptilia volume of the "Illustrations of the Zoology of South

Africa" (1838-1849) is the earliest monographic treatise exclusively dedicated to the

Southern African herpetofauna. It is even one of the earliest monumental works on the

herpetofauna of a subcontinent, preceded only by few publications of comparable

thoroughness, and it may be justifiable to say that it set new standards. While far more

famous works of that time, such as Dumeril and Bibron's "Erpetologie Generale"

(1834-1854) or Gray's catalogues of the collections of the British Museum (1844-1850),

dealt almost exclusively with preserved material from throughout the world that had been

deposited by various collectors over lengthy periods of time. Smith's work was based at

least partly upon material that appears to have been collected by himself or in his presence

(for a portrait see Adler 1989: 36). It is therefore of little surprise that his work contains a

wealth of biological information besides very detailed morphological data

However, what makes Smith's book(s) a real treasure is the large number of

painstakingly detailed, mostly (hand-)coloured plates for which credit is due to the

extraordinarily talented G.H Ford; he later became the major artist at the British Museum

(BMNH). The animals portrayed are shown in entirely natural postures and in their live

colours In contrast to most previous works which were often strongly affected by

misconceptions and ancient tales, this gives evidence of Smith having observed at least

some of his specimens before they were bottled and that he may have used his observations

to influence the illustrations As a result they are of such quality that they could well be

used for a modern fieldguide.

The Reptilia volume comprises 22 individual parts plus an appendix which were

issued over a period of eleven years. Unfortunately, complete sets are extremely rare today

and quite unaffordable. The volume has been reprinted only once (1977) and even this

reprint has become very scarce. These are likely to be the reasons why modem workers

quote Smith's data rather rarely. Another drawback causing further inconvenience when

trying to extract information from it, is the fairly erratic arrangement of species accounts

and plates issued. The pages of the main text chapter are not paginated, and the appendix,

which contains some of the original descriptions, is numbered independently. The plates

are numbered and provide virtually the only hint as to the chronological order.

These difficulties have led to most, if not all, subsequent authors quoting as original

descriptions only the plate and figure numbers, or the numbers of the appendix pages; the

text of the main text chapter is usually, and undeservedly so, not mentioned The aforesaid

made me decide to prepare a new table of contents which takes into account the volume

as a whole, for which I think its 150th anniversary is a good choice of time. It is hoped that

by making this overview generally available, it will not only assist in finding a certain

section of text, but also form the basis for a proper quotation of the original descriptions.



THE ERRATA SLIP

At least the original copy of the Reptilia volume available to myself contains an

Errata slip on which nine adjustments appear, five of which refer to herpetological taxa. It

also contains an additional note saying: ''The descriptions of Figs. 2 and 3, Plate 47

Mammalia, which were accidentally omitted in Part 25, will befound in the present Part,

together with separate Title-pages and Indexes for each Division of the Work", which

makes it probable that the slip was issued together with either the last part (28), or the

appendix; in either case this is 1849 according to Waterhouse (1880) for part 28 on the

one, and the date shown on said title page on the other hand

While two of the lines refer merely to generic re-allocations of species and are

therefore only of interest for synonymies. Smith clearly indicates the intended spelling of

certain species names in two other lines In all but one case the date of these emendations

( 1 849) is the same as that of the parts they refer to and must therefore be regarded as valid

corrections oferroneous original spellings according to Art 32c ofthe I. C.Z.N. Code ( 1 985

:

67f0.

The one taxon where this is not so is Elapsoidea sundevalti whose original

description and plate were issued already in July 1 848 (Waterhouse 1880). The name was,

it appears, not used by any other worker ("first reviser". Art. 24c of the I.C.Z.N. Code) in

the interim (Ulber in Ulber 1995; compare also Broadley in Golay et al 1993), so that this

emendation should also be acceptable as a valid correction of an incorrect original spelling

under the terms of Art. 32 (c [ii]). It appears that Lambiris (as "A L ' [n Branch et auct.

1988: 13) and Branch (1998: 106) were not aware of the Errata slip.

For the reader's convenience, the relevant lines of the Errata slip are quoted here:

"- Walbergii, where it occurs, rt^aJ Wahlbergii."

"- Sunderwallii, where it occurs, read Sundevalli."
2"- Tarentola Bibroni, Plate 50, r^at/ Pachydactylus Bibronii."

"- Tarentola Capensis, Plate 50, reaJPachydactyl us Capensis
"

Schismaderma carens Smith, 1849

The fifth line on the Errata slip reads:

"- Bufo carens, Plate 68, read Schismaderma lateralis.",

and on page 28 of the Appendix, Smith states under the header "Postscript":

"IN the letter-press description ofBufo carens, plate 68, 1 mentioned that I considered this

Batrachian would require to be regarded as the type of a group, if the absence of parotids

was a constant character. I have now, in addition to the specimen I possessed when the

above was published, six others, in all of which the deficiency exists, I therefore propose

to sink the name Bufo carens, and substitute for it Schismaderma lateralis"

This paragraph is followed by the definition of the genus Schismaderma. According

to this. Smith designated as the type species for his genus Schismaderma the substitute

name Schi.smaderma lateralis. As it appears, this substitution has been entirely unnecessary

since the description ofBufo carens on (unnumbered) page (143) of the main text chapter

accompanied by plate 68, Fig 1, is perfectly valid Although of no practical consequence,

Schi.smaderma laterahs Smith, 1849, must however be regarded as the originally (by

monotypy, for that matter) designated type species of this genus



Gerrhosaurus vallidus Smith, 1849

The original description of Gerrhosaurus vallidus appears on page 9 of the

Appendix. The species name is indeed spelled with a double-L, and although Sundevall's

name (as "Sunderall") follows suggesting him to be the original author, it is Smith to whom
this taxon must be credited. As no etymology of the species name is given, it can only be

guessed whether Smith wished to dedicate this species to the Swedish zoologist by perhaps

using a good-natured bowdlerization of the latter's name or a possible nickname.

Two facts are, however, quite obvious, i.e. that there is nojustification for assuming

that the species name is related to the word "valid" nor that the spelling with a single-L

was intended since the name is not mentioned in the Errata slip. All subsequent spellings

"validus" are therefore incorrect.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
In the following, a complete table ofcontents of Smith' s Reptilia volume is provided

in alphabetical order. The actual position of the pages in the originally unnumbered main

text chapter are given in brackets and this usage is suggested for all future quotations. As

Waterhouse (1880) did not provide separate dates for the text pages it is to be supposed

that these were issued with the relevant plates and I have paginated them accordingly. It

begins with text page (1) which is supposed to have accompanied Plate 1 and deals with

Sternotherus sinuatus. Page numbers of the Appendix pages are preceded by an "A-" here,

but I wish to emphasize that this is meant only to distinguish them from the pages of the

main text chapter in the current list in order to minimize the risk of confusion. Plate and

figure numbers are quoted as they appear, except that in the text they are referred to by

Roman numbers whereas they appear in Latin numbers on the plates themselves; Latin

numbers have been adopted here throughout. No cross-indexing has been undertaken

The numbers of parts and dates oftheir publication given follow Waterhouse (1 880;

reprinted and annotated by Barnard [1950]). The title page shows the year 1849 as

publication date and was probably issued together with the Appendix and the Index, It

remains unclear though whether the latter were issued together with the final part, i.e. 28,

or in fact represent a 29th instalment. For this reason, only the year and no part number is

given in the table of contents hereunder.

N.B.: The anonymous reviewer ofthe manuscript kindly advised me that the reprint ( 1 977)

of this volume uses a pagination different to that worked out here For example, the

text for Sternotherus siuuatus, which must bear page number (1) according to the

sequence of plates, is dealt with there as page 25 I was unfortunately unable to

examine a copy ofthis rare reprint and therefore could not include a column showing

these page numbers in comparison
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ANNOTATIONS

- note the emendated ending -i

2
- Although the Errata slip indicates Tareutola Bibroni (one -i) should correctly be spelled

Bibronii (-ii), the original header of page (103) and the caption to plate 50 both show the

spelling -ii. Note that figure 1 is the lower of the two.

^ - Wermuth (1967: 29) and Cogger (1983: 1 1 1) both followed Boulenger (1885: 389) in

referring this taxon to the synonymy of Amphibolurus anguUfer (Gray), or rather

Tympanocryptis diemensis (Gray), an Australian taxon, said to be based on syntypes

BMNH RR 1946,9.4.33-34 (Cogger I.e.). This seems to correspond with the fact that this

species account and plate were issued in the same part as the one on De/ma grayii, another

Australian reptile. It is interesting, however, that on page (168) Smith states: "The only

specimens [note plural!] ofthis species which I have seen were obtained towards the tropic

of Capricorn. It inhabits dry, arid situations, is very watchful, and when approached

attempts by gestures, particularly ofits head, to stay the advance ofthe intruder, butfailing

that it takes toflight, and conceals itselfas best as it can. ..." From this, one might assume

that either Smith combined his observations made on a South African agamid lizard with

the morphological description of an Australian one, or that by some mix-up of specimens

the plate and/or description do not really refer to the one or the other The mentioned

syntypes should be re-examined and carefiilly compared with Smith's description and

plate.

- misidentified

-on page(179) Smith states: '^'This reptile was given to me as an inhabitant ofthe interior

ofSouthern Africa, but whether it is so or not I cannotpretend to decide, as Inever obtained

a specimen in any part ofthe country over which I travelled. The only other species ofthe

group yet known, the type of the genus Delma ofMr. Gray, is known to be a native of
Western Australia, therefore it is probable the present is alsofrom that country. ..."

- This could in fact be Mabuya bibronii (Gray, 1838), a taxon native to India, despite

Smith stating on page A-1 1 : ""Found, not abundantly, in different districts of Southern

Africa.". The Appendix appears to be based upon the collection of preserved specimens in

British Museum, and there is a possibility that locality data has been confused.

7
- This could in fact be Mabuya gravenhorstii (Dumeril &. Bibron, 1839), a Malagasy

species, although Smith states on page A-1 1 : ''This species occurs in Southern Africa, but

specimens are rarely obtained, andIam not able to specify theparticular locality in which

they are to be procured." . Compare footnote 6.

8
- according to a handwritten note by V.F.M. FitzSimons in the copy examined

9
- likely to be a lapsus calami for subtessellatus
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- This could in fact be HemidactylusJrenattts Dumeril & Bibron, 1 836, a cosmopolitan

Asian species, as Smith stated on page A-5; '"As I never ohtaineJ an nidivtJiial of this

species, I give it, as an inhabitant of Southern Africa, upon the authority of the late M.

Delalande, whoforMarded specimens,from the Cape, to the Paris Museum." . It is difficult

to take any reasonable guess as to the true origin of Delalande's specimens The listing of

localities, or rather regions, by Dumeril & Bibron (1836: 367) includes Delalande's

specimens {"'Delalande nous I 'a rapportee du Cap"), and they also indicate Southern

Africa {"'Cette espece hahite I'Afrique australe, ..."), but one cannot but wonder whether

their type series really consisted of //.^£?//ar?/.v throughout Although Wermuth (1965: 75)

states under '"Verhreitung', 'Siidafrikanische Union (eingefiihrt)", 1 would not know of

any published record from South Africa, let alone an established population.

It is noteworthy in this connection that Smith obviously never acquired any

specimens of//, mahouia confirming that this species has indeed invaded South Africa

from the north only recently (compare Douglas 1990).

- Storr (1971, not seen, cit. fide Cogger 1983: 176) considered this taxon a nomen

ohlitum, and the name has in fact never been used for this Australian scincid lizard For

reasons of stability one should continue to refer to it as Lerista pracpedita (Boulenger,

1887) which, in itself is a substitute name for the preoccupied Soridia lineata Gray, 1839.

1

2

- Smith's statement on page A-23: ""Inhabits the country to the eastward of the Cape

Colony, more particularly the districts in the neighbourhood ofl^ort Nalar, the latter being

the Durban area, suggests that most of his material consisted of what is today considered

Tomopterna cryptotis (Boulenger, 1907), see Passmore & Carruthers (1995) for

distribution maps

- It appears from Smith's brief obituary on Gabriel Bibron on page ( 1 62) that his original

intention was to name this species inornatus, but later changed his mind and dedicated it

to Bibron. Although the etymology was included in the descriptive text, the headers of the

respective pages, i e (160) through (162), the chapter heading, i e the species name, and

even the index were never adjusted Only plate 71 shows the ndLvnt Atractaspis bibronii.

- described as a subgenus and in a footnote

- While on page (75) reference is made to plate 41 figure 1, it is in fact figure 2 that

shows G. stibtessellatus. The same is true, vice versa, for G. sepiformis on page (77) where

fig. 2 is indicated, but fig. 1 is meant. The captions on the plate are correct, however, and

it should be noted that the upper figure is numbered 2 and the lower 1

.

- described in a footnote

17
- Although the diagnosis (in a footnote) states ""Ch. Subgen." there is no generic

allocation so that, in fact, it is the description of a genus.

18
- Figure 2 is the upper of the two.
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19
- Although he dedicated V. cornuta and V. lophophrys two separate, albeit successive,

accounts. Smith states on page (37): " Vipera cornuta and V. lophophrys are, without doubt,

identical; the latter is simply either the reptile of a more advanced age, or a variety peculiar

to certain localities. ...". In the sub-header of the account of V. cornuta. reference is made
to plates 32 and 33 accordingly, despite the caption of plate 33 reading Vipera lophophrys.

20
- The first page of the appendix bears no page number.

21
- a Northern African species

22
- a Western Asian species

23
- Plate 30 bears as a caption only "Genus Cordyhis". The explanations forthe twenty-six

individual line-drawings are included, more or less incompletely, in the respective species

accounts.

- nee Lamprophis Fitzinger, 1843! Smith provided a sufficient generic diagnosis in a

footnote headed "C//. Gen.". Lamprophis Smith, 1847, is, however, pre-occupied for

Fitzinger's genus of the African house-snakes Lycodonomorphus had also been described

earlier by Fitzinger (1843).

^^
- See Parker & Ride (1962: 290ff) and Greig, Boycott & De Villiers (1979: 25fO for

discussions of this taxon.

-Boulenger(1893: 332) identified plate 22 to depict "Booc/ort//>7eam.v"(Dumeril,Bibron

& Dumeril, 1854), a West African taxon, but his synonymy includes other descriptions

that also refer in fact to L.Jidiginosus (e.g. Boaedon capense [Dumeril, Bibron & Dumeril,

1854]).

27
- provisionally determined by WD. Haacke (pers. comm.)

28
- For an extensive discussion of the nomenclature history, synonymy, differentiation,

and the designation of a neotype ofBufopantherinus Smith, 1828, see Poynton & Lambiris

(1998: 3ff)-

29
- treated as a monotypic or full species, respectively, by Branch (1998)

- A taxon recognized by Meirte (1992: 23), but not listed by Branch (1998), the type

locality being the "interior districts ofSouth Africa".

- For a discussion of the possible origin of Smith's material see Branch & Whiting

(1997: 125ff).
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